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Financial News Round Up

06/10/2020 - RBA Rate Decision
06/10/2020 - Fed Chair Powell speaks
07/10/2020 - ECB President Lagarde speaks
07/10/2020 - Fed Meeting Minutes

Market Moves

Markets Outlook

Tuesday, 6th of October

Key Events to Watch

Equities: We saw a rally on Wall street last night as speculation over a stimulus
package agreement in the US came to the fore. FTSE, DAX, and EuroStoxx are
roughly 0.30% lower this morning as the VIX still trades near weekly highs,
currently just above $28.60. Trump returned to the White House which helped
boost sentiment last night in New York.
Currencies: EUR/USD pushed to its highest levels in 2 weeks on Monday as the
Dollar sold off and risk assets rallied. GBP also gained from this sentiment,
approaching the 1.30 mark this morning.
Safe-havens: Sovereign bonds sold off yesterday as funds flowed towards
equity markets, we saw a steepening of the yield curve in the US as longer-dated
bond yields rose throughout the day.
Looking ahead: For economic data: the Fed meeting minutes tomorrow
evening look to be the highlight for the rest of the week. Market participants will
also pay close attention to speeches from heads of ECB and Fed Lagarde and
Powell today and tomorrow. Brexit commentary will be closely watched this
week and next as we head towards the European Council meetings on October
15th and 16th.

Stock markets rallied in the US last night as news broke that
President Trump had been discharged from hospital and made his
return to the White House. Market participants priced in the lower
likelihood that the Presidential Election would be affected by
Trump's recent illness, as the S&P 500 and Nasdaq rose by 1.80%
and 2.25% respectively. A White House physician reported that
Trump has "met or exceeded all standard hospital discharge
criteria", while also conceding that he "may not be entirely out of
the woods yet" in his recovery process. According to a poll
conducted by Reuters on October 2nd and 3rd, Joe Biden has now
widened his lead to 10 percentage points after the recent
developments.
Sentiment was also helped yesterday on renewed hopes that a
fresh stimulus package will pass in the US ahead of the November
3rd election. Investor's confidence was renewed somewhat after
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin
spoke yesterday over the phone about the proposed new
coronavirus relief package. 

Trump Returns

Aryzta
Irish-Swiss food group Aryzta has issued its full-year earnings
results (year-end July) this morning, reporting an underlying loss of
€18m, compared to the €74m profit the group witnessed this time
last year. Revenue for the 12-month period was 13.4% lower to
€2.9 billion, while underlying EBITDA came in at €260.2m, down
15.4% during the period.
"Up until 15th of March trading patterns were in line with previous
guidance. However, when the Covid-19 consequences became
visible, we took decisive action to protect the business and our cash
resources" said CEO Kevin Toland.
"It is clear as the pandemic persists, Covid-19 will have a material
effect on FY 2021 underlying EBITDA generation. Aryzta continues
to expect a bumpy recovery in the market over the coming months"
the group added.
We are currently staying on the sidelines with this particular stock,
having shed over 46% of its value year-to-date. The shares have
been on a downwards trajectory for over 6 years, reflecting
investor's uncertainty on the company's outlook as they
experienced operational challenges and relatively large debt
burdens.


